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Note on each slide the lower red band that is in the master slide. 

That red band prevents the presenter from putting information there. 

Information that would be invisible to people sitting in the back rows. 

Font size of two-line titles differ from font size of single-line title.
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The talk was alotted only 12 minutes. For this reason there is no outline slide.

Fonts are of excellent. Sketches are clear and not busy. 
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Only one graph/figure per slide. Very good. 

The blue curve is thick enough to stand out.

Happily there are two x- and y-axes, which 

clearly separates the figure from the rest.  

Formula's are not done with MS Word equation 

editor or MathType equation editor, but

are done with the superior Tex/TexPoint combination.

TexPoint has been developed starting in 2000 

by George Necula (University of California at Berkeley).

A few years later, Andreas Glatz (Argonne National Laboratory) 

joined the team. http://texpoint.necula.org/index.html

Older versions were freeware for academic institutions, but 

now you have to buy a license. 

One minor remark: I would have put tickmarks on the right y-axis. 
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Same remarks as previous slide.

The yellow box is not really necessary.
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Left figure is excellent. Right figure also very good.

Figures very well aligned.

Italic part in title not necessary
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Right figure is excellent, apart from the too thin dotted line.

Box with black thin lines around blue text is superfluous.

Meaning of color code of text is not clear. Font sizes are excellent. 

The second line in the title should have had a few words of the first line, to 

make it more balanced.
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Very nice figure on the right.

Very nice sketch on the left (excellent proportions).

Left blue arrow a little ugly.

Font sizes excellent.
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Very clear figures (two is enough).

The two-dimensional map on the right has a scale (very good)

that is not arbitrary (brilliant).

Fonts perfect.
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Excellent color coding in left figure.

Excelent thickness of colored curves.

Excellent vertical shifting.

Perfect figure.

Right side also very good.

Italic font in figure title not necessary.
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Conclusion slide is a little too busy. Figures on the right are not necessary.

Use of italic font is unclear.

Happily only a few conclusions.

Excellent font sizes.

I do not like it (personal taste) when itemized lists are part of the title (as is the 

case here).

You can only see this if you have the powerpoint file.  
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This is a back-up slide in case somebody asks a technical question.

Very nice figures again.
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